By the late 13th century, documentation indicates the first Bohemian
glass houses appeared in the mountainous and forested regions of Bohemia
and Moravia. The earliest products were beads, bullseyes for windows and
later hollowware. V lasitmil Vondruska in the book Bohemian Glass Tradition
and Present (C1ystalex, pg. 14) describes Chfibska in Bohemia as having one
of the oldest glass works in the world, operating without interruption from
its foundation (cited as 1414) until at least the 1980s.
Timber was a key resource, both as fuel and to produce potash, one
of the base ingredients for making glass. According to old documents, the
manufacturing of one kilogram of potash required many dozens of kilograms
of sound beech or other wood. (Vondruska p.11) As the forests were depleted,
glassmakers moved deeper into the mountains and forested areas to access
new supplies of wood.
As well as timber, minerals were also sourced from the environment and
used as raw materials for making glass, purifying its quality and developing
colors. The area around Jablonec nad Nisou still has a vibrant industry and
expertise in color creation across a range of glass types required for a variety
of functions - sculptural to utilitarian - including the ever-present bead
and button production
From medieval times until the mid nineteenth century, societies were
essentially feudal. However, sited on the country estates of wealthy
land-owners, old glass works resembled small islets of freedom surrounded
by the sea of serfdom. (Vondruslw pg.26). Glass artisans had exceptional
status as freemen, exempt from taking part in 'corvee' - the unpaid labor
demanded by feudal lords - which all other tenants and serfs were required
to do. The glassmakers, however, were required to respond to every demand
made upon their skill and time by their clients - proprietors, other
aristocrats, the church and royalty.
The reputation of Czech glass for its high quality in design and
artisanship resulted in the growth of trade, nationally and internationally.
This encompassed drinking vessels, beads, scientific glassware and later,
glass for windows. The oldest written trade agreement dates back to 13 76
between Nicholas Queysser, a glassmaker from Vysoke and Hanus of
Hlohov, for the delivery of 3,200 glasses.
As trade and reputation flourished, so did competition from Venetian
glass which was, however, very different in material and character. The
Czech potash-based glass was softer and more transparent, better suited
to cutting and engraving than the harder, soda-based Venetian glass.
However, the Czechs did not imitate the Venetian designs that tended to
be thin-walled ornate vessels vvith fine trails of added color and decoration.
Instead Czech artisans created forms that responded most favorably to the
character of their own materials - greater thickness and mass, refracting
light in a different way, especially once cutting and polishing had evolved.
By the 1500s, there was an established production of glass for v.ri.ndows
and richly enamel painted ware. In the forested areas, smaller workshops
continued to produce the ever-popular glass beads. Since the late Middle
Ages the Ore Mountains were a center for advanced glassmaking. In the
16th century glass masters moved from Saxony to inhabit a v,ri.de mountain
area stretching across the Ore, Eagle and Jizera Mountains, South Bohemia,
Moravia and Silesia.
By the end of the 16th century, division of labor between glass works
began to appear with some creating glass and selling it on to others to refine.
This could be seen as the beginning of the individual, highly specialized skill
and knowledge which is still present in Czech glassmaking today and a move

Medieval beakers such as this one
began being traded in the 1300s.
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"Made in Czechoslovakia" mark found a firm place for itself on world markets.
(ibid. Langhame1; pg. 99). Glass in jewelery and the fashion industry was
particularly successful in the 1920s and export flourished to France, Germany,
Italy, Great Britain and the United States where consumers appreciated the
outstanding qualities of Bohemian glass.( ibid. Langhamer, p. 99).
Connections between glassmaking and the artistic movements of the late
19th/early 20th centuries allowed makers to begin to assert their individual
creative identities rather than as simply anonymous craftsmen. Evidence can
be seen in the influence of Vienna and the inclusion of glass in the Czech
Cubist movement. A line of influence can be traced through the architect Otto
Wagner and his students Jan Kotera and Pavel Janak as well as the Viennese/
Bohemian glass factory Lobmeyr. This influence led to extraordinary creations
including the engraved work of sculptor Jaroslav Horejc that eerily combined
neo-classical rigor and expressionist feeling. (Petrovci, Olivie, Urbcineh, pg 13)
Enthusiasm for particular techniques and qualities have waxed and waned
in glass as in other areas of art and design. Engraved glass has had several
periods of great popularity and there is a current rise in interest among glass
practitioners who are re-evaluating and experimenting with the vast possibilities,
refinement and subtlety of mark-making which engraving techniques can offer.
As the involvement of glass and art became closer, a generation was
educated in an open post-World War II environment by enlightened professors
like Josef Kaplicky. Kaplicky, a sculptor who occasionally worked with glass,
made the connection between technique, creativity and imagination. Together
they led the simple practice of glass making to a unique plastic expression in
glass. (Petrovci, Olivie, Urbcineh, pg.14).
From the 1960s onwards, students of Kaplicky, Stanislav Libensky and
Vaclav Cigler and other key figures in the canons of Czech glass, were
responsible for the continuity of this philosophy and the cultivation and
growth of glass as an expressive art form in Czechoslovakia. Both Libensk)'
and Cigler have exerted massive influence in the development of glass
as an artistic medium - not only through their ovvn art practice but also
as educators in Prague and Bratislava respectively
This history cannot be written without also considering the impact of
Jaroslava Brychtova. The daughter of a glassmaker, Jaroslava trained as a
sculptor and began to experiment with pate de verre glassmaking techniques
with her father in the 1950s. Libensky, a painter who had learned to work
with form, space and volume under Kaplicky's teaching at the Academy
of Applied Arts in Prague, met Brychtova in 1954. They began to collaborate
and were able to combine their skills and understanding into a unique
approach to glass as a sculptural mass. This led to a life-long partnership,
which resulted in monumental cast glass sculpture and glass for architecture
unlike anything made before Their work captured the attention of an
international audience.
Libensky and Brychtova were based in the North Bohmenian town of
Zelezn)' Brod, steeped in Czech glass history. They were able to work in the
nationalized glass factory on State commissions and to immerse themselves
in technological questions of glass an. (Essay by Setlih, pg. 29, in Libenshy).
Underneath this "technology cover", they were able to pursue their shared
artistic vision wholeheartedly Objects in glass, which would have previously
been rejected by the State as an expression of Western "formalism" could
now be produced and accepted. Once again, we began to see glassmakers
enJoying a sense of freedom despite the confines of their client. It is
interesting to reflect back to the unique position of the glass makers
in feudal society described earlier.

The J&L Lobmeyr shop located
in Vienna, which began in 1823.
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Blown and engraved glass.
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